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EXECUTIVE ASSESSMENTS
You need a thorough evaluation of your
executive level candidates.
Sustainable recruiting at top-management level is becoming increasingly
critical. As a decision-maker you want to:
• shed light on the soft-skills of your candidates
• measure the skills and aptitude of candidates
• learn about the potential of internal candidates
• foresee how a candidate will integrate into an existing team

“ When it comes to filling
top-management assignments,
CEOs, Management Boards
and executive search agencies
place full confidence in my
neutral second opinion.”

• compare in-depth the profiles of good candidates
• review your own assessment with a second opinion

Personality counts
Approaches to the assessment of middle management focus mostly on observ-
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As an assessor with many years of practice, I offer an independent analysis of a
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candidate’s personality and stand behind my interpretations. I conduct my work
with respect for the candidates and protection of their personal privacy.

Assessment is more than diagnostics
My process takes complexity into account. The procedure is carefully tailored to
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• Briefing on requirements for the position, market context, corporate culture

sustainable benefit.”

• Preparation of the candidates, with sufficient time
• Daylong assessment with top observer (four-eye principle/or dual control)
• Contextual evaluation of interviews, tests, and strategic exercises
• A detailed expert report
• Debriefing including comparison of the candidates
• Several hours of personal feedback for the candidates
• If required: onboarding of the selected candidate
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EXECUTIVE ASSESSMENTS
My background adds value
• Social and organizational psychologist
• Decades of experience with 1:1 assessments at executive level
• Broad benchmark based on hundreds of mandates
• Collaboration with experienced observers from the business world
• Context-related evaluation, matching market environment
and candidate’s maturity
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